We continuously face the dilemma of choosing between actions that gather new information or actions that exploit existing knowledge. This "exploration-exploitation" trade-off depends on the environment: stability favors exploiting knowledge to maximize gains; volatility favors exploring new options and discovering new outcomes. Here we set out to reconcile recent evidence for dopamine's involvement in the exploration-exploitation trade-off with the existing evidence for basal ganglia control of action selection, by testing the hypothesis that tonic dopamine in the striatum, the basal ganglia's input nucleus, sets the current exploration-exploitation trade-off. We first advance the idea of interpreting the basal ganglia output as a probability distribution function for action selection. Using computational models of the full basal ganglia circuit, we showed that, under this interpretation, the actions of dopamine within the striatum change the basal ganglia's output to favor the level of exploration or exploitation encoded in the probability distribution. We also found that our models predict striatal dopamine controls the exploration-exploitation trade-off if we instead read-out the probability distribution from the target nuclei of the basal ganglia, where their inhibitory input shapes the cortical input to these nuclei. Finally, by integrating the basal ganglia within a reinforcement learning model, we showed how dopamine's effect on the exploration-exploitation trade-off could be measurable in a forced two-choice task. These simulations also showed how tonic dopamine can appear to affect learning while only directly altering the trade-off. Thus, our models support the hypothesis that changes in tonic dopamine within the striatum can alter the exploration-exploitation trade-off by modulating the output of the basal ganglia.
INTRODUCTION
When deciding what to do next, we face the dilemma of choosing between actions with a well-known outcome or of choosing actions whose outcome is unsure, but potentially better. This trade-off between exploiting or exploring depends on the current state of the world. A stable world favors exploiting existing knowledge; a volatile world favors exploring new options and discovering new outcomes. Whatever sets the trade-off in the brain is thus likely to be driven by information about the stability of the environment. Moreover, that signal must affect the computation in brain circuits responsible for action selection. Here we set out to find if a plausible candidate neuromodulator for the trade-off signal, dopamine, could feasibly change behavior between exploration and exploitation through affecting its main target neural system, the basal ganglia.
Why should we consider the exploration-exploitation trade-off problem separately from the problem of learning how to choose actions? Formal models of reinforcement learning posit a conceptual separation between a system that learns the value of each action through reinforcement and a system that transforms those values into a probability distribution for action selection (Sutton and Barto, 1998) . The underlying rationale for this separation is that choosing actions to optimally maximize reinforcement would require perfect knowledge of the value distribution; but, in reality, such a value distribution is constructed from finite data in a finite time from a non-stationary world, and is necessarily incomplete. Therefore, a separate action selection system allows on-the-fly tuning of how to best use the gathered value data, given the current state of the world. Figure 1 illustrates how this is quantified by a single parameter β that tunes between transforming into a "flat" probability distribution, thereby favoring exploration, and transforming into a peaked probability distribution, thereby favoring exploitation.
As this trade-off parameter must carry information about the state of the world and act globally through the action selection system, it is reasonable to suppose that neuromodulators carry this information in the brain (Doya, 2002; Krichmar, 2008) . While evidence points to a role for noradrenaline in tuning between explorative and goal-directed attention (Usher et al., 1999; Doya, 2002; Cohen et al., 2007) , there is a growing body of work pointing to dopamine as the carrier of this trade-off for action selection (Kakade and Dayan, 2002) . Chronic changes in tonic dopamine
FIGURE 1 | Formalization of the exploration-exploitation trade-off.
In formal models of reinforcement learning there is a conceptual separation between learning the value of each action, and transforming those values into a probability distribution function (PDF) for action selection. Through ongoing experience, the agent learns the current value of each action (top). This value distribution is transformed into a PDF for action selection, illustrated here as a continuous transform using the classic softmax function. The inverse temperature parameter β tunes between broad and peaked transforms of the value distribution, respectively promoting exploration of action space or exploitation of current knowledge. Thus, the exploration-exploitation trade-off is set by the current value of β. levels across the prefrontal cortex and striatum affect the ability to exploit learnt knowledge separately from the ability to acquire that knowledge (Frank et al., 2009; Beeler et al., 2010) . Separately, we have shown that a subset of midbrain dopamine neurons have outcome-driven phasic activity that predicts whether the subject exploits or explores in the immediate future (Humphries and Redgrave, 2010) . Thus both changes in dopamine concentration and the firing of the dopamine neurons has been directly linked to encoding the exploration-exploitation trade-off.
Separately, from converging behavioral, electrophysiological, and clinical evidence, the fore-and mid-brain basal ganglia have been identified as the principal action selection system in the brain (see, e.g., Mink, 1996; Redgrave et al., 1999; Kimchi and Laubach, 2009; Humphries and Prescott, 2010) , consisting of a repeated canonical circuit that instantiates a mechanism for selecting between competing inputs (Gurney et al., 2001a; Frank et al., 2004; Humphries et al., 2006; Leblois et al., 2006a; Girard et al., 2008) . This has led to many attempts to map portions of the basal ganglia circuit to the formal action selection methods in reinforcement learning algorithms (for review see Joel et al., 2002; Khamassi et al., 2005) .
Linking together dopamine and the basal ganglia is that the principal site of dopamine's action is within the striatum, the main input structure of the basal ganglia. The striatum contains up to an order of magnitude greater density of both D1-and D2-type receptor families than any other brain structure (Dawson et al., 1986; Charuchinda et al., 1987; Diop et al., 1988; Richfield et al., 1989) . As well as controlling synaptic plasticity (Shen et al., 2008) , the activation of these dopamine receptors on the striatal projection neuron modulates its short-term excitability (Moyer et al., 2007; Surmeier et al., 2007; Humphries et al., 2009) .
We therefore hypothesize that dopamine can alter the exploration-exploitation trade-off by modulating action selection via its effect on the basal ganglia circuit. Here we aim to test this hypothesis in computational models of the full basal ganglia circuit, by seeing whether or not the actions of dopamine within the striatum can cause a change in the level of exploration or exploitation in the ensuing action selection. If so, this would provide, first, a mechanistic explanation reconciling the existing evidence for dopamine's control of the exploration-exploitation trade-off with the existing evidence for basal ganglia control of action selection, and, second, a mapping of this neural substrate to reinforcement learning algorithms.
To do so, we first advance a simple, yet new, interpretation of how the basal ganglia output encodes action selection. We suggest that it is plausible to interpret the basal ganglia's vector of outputs as defining a probability distribution function for action selection, consistent with recent evidence for its encoding of saccade target selection (Basso and Wurtz, 2002; Kim and Basso, 2010) . A corollary of this hypothesis is that it allows a straightforward quantification of how dopamine's simulated effects in the striatum change this probability distribution, facilitating direct comparisons with the formal models of the exploration-exploitation trade-off in reinforcement learning algorithms (Figure 1 ).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
THE BASAL GANGLIA MODEL
The basal ganglia are a group of inter-connected subcortical nuclei, which receive massive convergent input from most regions of cortex, and output to targets in the thalamus and brainstem. We have previously shown how this combination of inputs, outputs, and internal circuitry implements a neural substrate for a selection mechanism (Gurney et al., 2001a (Gurney et al., ,b, 2004 Humphries et al., 2006) . Figures 2A,B illustrates the macro-and micro-architecture of the basal ganglia, highlighting three key ideas underlying the computational models: that the projections between the neural populations form a series of parallel loops -channels -running through the basal ganglia from input to output stages (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990) ; that the total activity from cortical sources converging at each channel of the striatum encodes the salience of the action represented by that channel (Samejima et al., 2005; Kimchi and Laubach, 2009) ; and that the basal ganglia encode action selection by a process of disinhibition -the reduction of the basal ganglia's tonic inhibitory output to neurons in the target regions (Chevalier and Deniau, 1990) .
We used the population-level implementation of this model from Gurney et al. (2004) . The average activity of all neurons comprising a channel's population changed according to
where τ is a time constant and I is summed, weighted input. We used τ = 40 ms. The normalized firing rate y of the unit was given by a piecewise linear output function
The following describes net input I i and output y i for the ith channel of each structure, with n channels in total. Net input was computed from the outputs of the other structures, except cortical input c i to channel i of striatum and STN. The striatum was divided into two populations, one of projection neurons with the D1-type dopamine receptor, and one of projection neurons with the D2-type dopamine receptor. Many converging lines of evidence from electrophysiological, mRNA transcription, and lesion studies support this functional split into D1-and D2-dominant projection neurons and, further, that the D1-dominant neurons project to SNr, and the D2-dominant neurons project to GP (Gerfen et al., 1990; Surmeier et al., 2007; Matamales et al., 2009; Humphries and Prescott, 2010) .
The model simulated opposite effects of activating D1 and D2 receptors on striatal projection neuron activity: D1 activation increased the efficacy of their input in driving activity; D2 FIGURE 2 | Architecture of the basal ganglia model. (A) The basal ganglia circuit. Cortical input reaches both the GABAergic striatum and the glutamatergic subthalamic nucleus (STN). The striatum is divided into two populations of projection neurons, respectively expressing the D1-or D2-type dopamine receptors. These populations send their principal projections to the substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr) and the globus pallidus (GP); the GP also receives a collateral from a subset of the D1-SNr projections. Both receive input from the STN; the GP reciprocates that projection. Both send local projections that inhibit neighboring neurons. Constant inhibitory output from SNr reaches widespread targets in the thalamus and brainstem. (B) The main circuit can be decomposed into two copies of an off-center, on-surround network. Cortical inputs representing competing actions are organized into separate groups of co-active cortical neurons. These groups project to corresponding populations in striatum and STN. In the D1-SNr pathway, the balance of focused inhibition from striatum and diffuse excitation from STN results in the focused reduction of inhibitory output from SNr. In the D2-GP pathway, a similar overlap of projections to GP exists, but the feedback from GP to the STN acts as a self-regulating mechanism for the activity in STN, which ensures that overall basal ganglia activity remains within operational limits irrespective of the number of actions (Gurney et al., 2001b) . Three parallel loops -channels -are shown in both pathways; gray-scale indicates example activity levels to illustrate the relative contributions of the nuclei. Note that, for clarity, full connectivity is only shown for the second channel. (C) Modulation of the striatal projection neuron input-output function by dopamine receptor activation: left, D1; right, D2. (D) Cortical inputs to the basal ganglia are copies of principal projections to thalamus, superior colliculus, and brainstem, where they reconverge with basal ganglia output.
www.frontiersin.org activation decreased the efficacy of their input (Moyer et al., 2007; Humphries et al., 2009) . Let the relative activation of D1 and D2 receptors by tonic dopamine be λ 1 , λ 2 ∈ [0, 1]: then the increase in efficacy due to D1 receptor activation was given by (1 + λ 1 ); the decrease in efficacy due to D2 receptor activation was given by (1 − λ 2 ). Though simple, these models made the population respectively more and less sensitive to input with increasing dopamine (Figure 2C) , consistent with the overall effect of D1 and D2 activation on striatal projection neuron excitability shown by complete models of dopamine's effects on ion channels and synaptic inputs (Moyer et al., 2007; Humphries et al., 2009 ). Typically we considered the case where activation of D1 and D2 receptors changes together, such that λ = λ 1 = λ 2 ; for the results in Figure 4 we studied the effects of separately changing D1 and D2 activation.
The full model was thus given by Gurney et al. (2004) : 
The negative thresholds ensured that STN, GP, and SNr have spontaneous tonic output (Humphries et al., 2006) .
Unless otherwise specified, we used the following simulation design. We used n = 10 channels to represent a possible action set to select between. Each input vector c was sampled from a Gamma distribution (2, 0.1). Inputs c i were delivered at 1 s, and all simulations were run until they reached equilibrium or until 10 s had elapsed. Equilibrium was specified as the change in total activity, summed over the whole model, being less than 10 −4 on consecutive time-steps. We used exponential Euler to numerically solve this system, with a time-step of 1 ms.
Translation model of D2 activation
The models of dopamine receptor activation we used have multiplicative effects on a population's input-output function, both translating the function and altering its gain. However, detailed models of dopamine effects on short-term excitability changes of striatal projection neurons suggest that the overall effect of D2 activation is to translate the neuron's input-output function, but not alter its gain (Moyer et al., 2007; Humphries et al., 2009) . In turn, this suggests that our D2 model should be subtractive, not multiplicative. Thus, we also tested an alternative model of striatal D2 population activity: Striatum D2, subtractive :
TARGET NUCLEI
The basal ganglia output to multiple target nuclei, including the ventrolateral, ventromedial, intralaminar, and mediodorsal thalamic nuclei, the superior colliculus, and numerous regions in the upper brainstem, including the mesencephalic reticular formation (Cebrian et al., 2005) . In these nuclei, the basal ganglia output potentially reconverges directly (Royce, 1983; Levesque et al., 1996a,b; Pare and Smith, 1996) or with a copy (Weyand and Gafka, 1998; McHaffie et al., 2001 ) of the cortical input to the basal ganglia ( Figure 2D ). Where these signals reconverge, the basal ganglia output is effectively setting a dynamic threshold for selection: the necessary strength of cortical input to activate the target nucleus is a function of basal ganglia output, which is itself a function of that cortical input. We thus examined how basal ganglia output shapes the cortically driven output of these target nuclei, to understand how action selection signals are propagated through the brain. The basal ganglia model was extended by the addition of a nominal target nucleus. We studied two models of the target nucleus as basal ganglia output may have different effects on different target regions, depending on the number and location of synapses on the target dendrites. First, we examined a standard subtractive inhibition model:
where w tgt ∈ [0, 1] is the normalized weight of the connection between the SNr and the target nucleus. Second, we considered that, if the GABAergic synapses originating from the SNr mainly fall on the soma and proximal dendrites, as they do in ventromedial thalamus (Bodor et al., 2008) , then they will shunt excitatory inputs arriving at more distal locations on the dendritic tree. This potentially implements a divisive inhibition of firing rate in some neuron classes (Prescott and Koninck, 2003; Brizzi et al., 2004) , though not all (Holt and Koch, 1997; Ulrich, 2003) . We modeled this divisive effect as:
where w tgt ∈ [1, 10] gives the strength of divisive inhibition on the target nucleus' input.
In both subtractive and divisive cases, we used the same rectified output model for the target nucleus:
and we explored the effects of different values of the threshold tgt (see Results).
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LEARNING MODEL
We sought to link the role of striatal dopamine in affecting the basal ganglia output to potentially measurable effects in subjects' choice behavior. To do so, we simulated a probabilistic two-choice forced selection task, using a reinforcement learning model in which the basal ganglia model performed the action selection step. By testing this combined model under different levels of striatal dopamine we sought to detect the signature of dopaminergic control over the exploration-exploitation trade-off in the behavioral performance. Moreover, we would be able to address how the exploration-exploitation trade-off interacts with ongoing learning.
The conceptual form of the task was taken from Frank et al. (2004 Frank et al. ( , 2007 , as this has proved an excellent probe for the effects of altered dopamine on human choice behavior. Three stimuli pairs (A,B), (C,D), and (E,F) are presented in random sequence, each stimulus of the pair corresponding to some semantically meaningless symbol. Subjects are probabilistically rewarded for choosing one of each pair, with probabilities: A (0.8), B (0.2); C (0.7), D (0.3); E (0.6), F (0.4). Thus the subjects are expected to learn to choose stimuli A, C, and E over B, D, and F when each pair is presented.
We simulated learning of this task with a trial-by-trial Qlearning model. On each trial t, a pair of stimuli was presented, stimulus s chosen, and reward r t ∈ [0, 1] obtained with the probabilities given above. The value of that stimulus was then updated by
, with learning rate α. All models had α = 0.1, from the fits to subject behavior in Frank et al. (2007) . Every simulated subject had a specified level of tonic dopamine λ, and had Q-values all initialized to zero; following (Frank et al., 2007) , each simulated subject was run for 360 trials, seeing each stimulus pair 120 times in random order. We simulated 40 subjects per dopamine level.
When choosing the stimulus, we considered the Q-values corresponding to the presented pair as the inputs (c 1 , c 2 ) to a twochannel basal ganglia model. Conceptually, this simulates either that action-values are learnt in orbitofrontal or medial prefrontal cortex (Schultz et al., 2000; Sul et al., 2010) and transmitted to striatum, or that action-values are computed directly in the striatum from converging cortical inputs (Samejima et al., 2005) . We then ran this basal ganglia model to equilibrium, and converted its output into a probability distribution function for action selection (see Results and Figure 3 for details). The chosen response to the stimulus pair was then randomly selected from this probability distribution.
RESULTS
BASAL GANGLIA IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FOR ACTION SELECTION
We begin by proposing that we can interpret the basal ganglia's output as a population code for the probability distribution function over the set of possible actions in some domain. One example would be over the possible set of saccade targets in the retinotopic map, where the encoding of target selection in SNr (Hikosaka et al., 2000; Basso and Wurtz, 2002) sets the probability of saccadic movement to that target through its output to the superior colliculus (Kim and Basso, 2010) ; other domains potentially encoded by basal ganglia output include the set of orienting movements and locomotion directions (Krauzlis et al., 2004; Felsen and Mainen, 2008) , and the set of possible arm movements (Leblois et al., 2006b) . A fundamental assumption of basal ganglia theories is that reduction of its tonic inhibitory output is the signal for selection (Mink, 1996; Redgrave et al., 1999; Hikosaka et al., 2000) . Therefore, we interpret the inverse of the relative levels of inhibitory output from the basal ganglia to be proportional to the probability of selection. The probability of taking action A i given the corresponding normalized SNr output is then:
, where the sum in the denominator is taken over the n actions. We read-out this distribution when the basal ganglia model has reached equilibrium after the onset of the input values ( Figure 3A) , taken to indicate the end result of computation on those updated action-values. In this way, we can view the computation of the basal ganglia as exactly equivalent to them performing a transform of action-values into the probability distribution of action selection (Figure 1 ).
DOPAMINE SETS EXPLORATION-EXPLOITATION TRADE-OFF IN BASAL GANGLIA OUTPUT
Under this probabilistic interpretation, our model predicts that the level of dopamine receptor activation in the striatum does change the output of the basal ganglia to favor exploration or exploitation. Figure 3A shows that, in response to the same set of action-value inputs, increasing dopamine increases the peak of the action selection probability distribution p(A i |y snr i ) around the action with the greatest value. Increasing dopamine has thus increased exploitation of known action-values.
We find that this effect of dopamine is highly robust. For each of 100 randomly sampled input vectors, we computed p(A i |y snr i ) at equilibrium for the whole range of dopamine receptor activation. To measure how peaked p(A i |y snr i ) was, and thus how much it signaled exploitation over exploration, we computed its entropy H = − n p(A i ) log 2 p(A i ): low H indicates a more peaked distribution, high H indicates a flatter distribution (Figure 1) . Figure 3B shows that the entropy of the action selection probability distribution reliably decreased with increasing dopamine, thus indicating a reliable increase in exploitation. Figure 3C shows that the distribution's entropy fell monotonically across the whole range of striatal dopamine receptor activation. Figure 3C also shows that this was true even if we used an alternative subtractive model for D2 receptor activation (equation 2), which accounted for the linear translation of striatal projection neuron output by D2 activation predicted by detailed individual neuron models (Moyer et al., 2007; Humphries et al., 2009) . (As this subtractive model did not qualitatively change the output of the basal ganglia, we do not consider it further here).
The above results were obtained with a ten-channel model. However, it is not clear how many channels participate in the basal ganglia microcircuit, illustrated in Figure 2B , that underpins the action selection computation (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990; Middleton and Strick, 2000) . Neither is it clear whether the channels are a fixed anatomical entity, as in a somatotopic map (Hoover and Strick, 1999) , or are flexibly recruited by cortical input to the basal ganglia, through synaptic plasticity at the cortico-striatal and www.frontiersin.org Bottom: conversion of output to probability distribution function (PDF) for action selection. The higher the dopamine level, the more peaked the PDF, indicating enhanced exploitation. H: entropy (in bits) of the PDF; note that small magnitude differences in entropy reflect large differences in both the SNr output and PDFs. (B) Robustness of dopamine's effect on the exploration-exploitation trade-off. Boxplots show the distribution of the action selection PDF's entropy across 100 samples of (Continued) Effect of the number of channels on dopamine's control of the PDF's entropy. We plot the ratio of the median entropy for the no dopamine H 0 and high dopamine H 0.8 conditions. The gray line is the ratio (1.0048) of the entropies for the example no dopamine and high dopamine condition PDFs in (A), plotted to show that every median ratio indicates a greater change in the entropy of the probability distribution than this example.
cortico-subthalamic synapses (Horvitz, 2009 ). We thus tested the effect of the number of input channels on dopamine's control of the action selection probability distribution's entropy, repeating the above 100 input vector protocol for models ranging between 2 and 100 channels. We found that increasing dopamine robustly decreased the entropy of the probability distribution across the whole range of tested channels. Figure 3D shows that the ratio of median entropies found for the no dopamine (H 0 ) and high dopamine (H 0.8 ) simulations was always greater than one, indicating that there was always a fall of entropy with increasing dopamine, irrespective of the number of channels. Thus, our model predicts that, as encoded in basal ganglia output, moving from low to high levels of tonic striatal dopamine robustly tunes between exploration and exploitation in action selection.
STRIATAL D1 RECEPTOR ACTIVATION DOMINATES TRADE-OFF
We then wanted to understand the relative contribution to the dopaminergic control of exploration-exploitation by the different dopamine receptors in the striatum. We thus tested the D1 and D2 receptor activation pairs (λ 1 , λ 2 ) across their full ranges λ 1 , λ 2 ∈ [0, 1]. Using the same set of 100 randomly sampled input vectors, we ran the model for each input vector using each of the dopamine parameter pairs, and again computed the entropy of p(A i |y snr i ) at equilibrium following each input. We found that the dopaminergic control of the probability distribution's entropy was dominated by activation of the D1 receptor. Figure 4 shows that, for any choice of D2 receptor activation, increasing the D1 receptor activation always decreased the entropy of the action selection probability distribution. Increasing D2 receptor activation did not reliably change the entropy of the distribution, and always had a smaller effect than a change in D1 receptor activation. Thus, the model predicts that striatal D1 receptor activation is the key basal ganglia contributor to the hypothesized dopaminergic control of the exploration-exploitation trade-off.
DOPAMINE SETS EXPLORATION-EXPLOITATION TRADE-OFF IN BASAL GANGLIA TARGETS
Having established that our model predicts that striatal dopamine controls the exploration-exploitation trade-off encoded in the output of the basal ganglia, we turned to the question of whether that control is maintained over the basal ganglia's targets. Thus
Frontiers in Neuroscience | Decision Neuroscience Each square shows the median entropy of the action selection probability distributions computed from 100 sample input vectors, each sample run through the model with that pair of dopamine receptor activation parameters (λ 1 , λ 2 ). The top-left to bottom-right diagonal corresponds to equal dopamine levels -hence the medians correspond to those in Figure 3C .
here we derive the probability of action selection from the output of the target nuclei.
In the target nuclei, basal ganglia output reconverges with a copy of its own cortical input (Pare and Smith, 1996) , and shapes the target nuclei's activity. For example, falling inhibition from a specific locus of the SNr seems to be a prerequisite for the development of cortically driven activity in the intermediate layers of the superior colliculus that provides the motor command for a saccade to a specific target (Hikosaka et al., 2000) . Following this example, we assume that higher levels of activity in the target nucleus indicate more probable selection of that action, as is the case in superior colliculus for saccade targets and orienting (Krauzlis et al., 2004; Felsen and Mainen, 2008; Kim and Basso, 2010) . Therefore, we interpret the relative levels of output from the target nucleus to be proportional to the probability of selection. The probability of taking action A i given the corresponding target nucleus output is then: p(A i |y We found that this action selection probability function, derived from the target nuclei, also can be modulated by striatal dopamine levels. Figure 5A shows that, using a subtractive inhibition model (equation 3) for basal ganglia's effects on the target nucleus, we can choose its parameters (w tgt = 0.6, tgt = −0.2) such that the resulting distribution p(A i |y tgt i ) becomes progressively more peaked for increasing dopamine levels. Thus, the dopaminergic control of exploration-exploitation trade-off can be effective in the basal ganglia's target nuclei (Figure 5A) , by the shaping of their cortical input by basal ganglia outflow.
We found that this effect of dopamine is also highly robust. Using the same protocol as the previous section, Figure 5B shows that the entropy of the target nucleus' action selection probability distribution reliably decreased with increasing dopamine, thus indicating a reliable increase in exploitation. Figure 5C shows that the distribution's entropy fell monotonically across the whole range of striatal dopamine receptor activation. Thus, our model predicts that, as encoded in the output of the basal ganglia's target nuclei, moving from low to high levels of tonic striatal dopamine www.frontiersin.org can robustly tune between exploration and exploitation in action selection.
DOPAMINE'S EFFECT DEPENDS ON STRENGTH OF BASAL GANGLIA OUTFLOW
We examined how the key parameters of the target nucleus affect the basal ganglia's control over its output: the threshold of target nucleus activity tgt and the weight of input from the basal ganglia w tgt . These are unknown and likely to differ between different basal ganglia target nuclei. For example, thalamic neurons are tonically active in vivo, suggesting they are best modeled by a negative output threshold, but intermediate layer superior colliculus neurons are not, suggesting a threshold closer to zero. Thus, we assessed changes in these parameters to understand how basal ganglia output may differentially affect its target nuclei. We tested parameter pairs (w tgt , tgt ) across the intervals w tgt ∈ [0.1, 1] and tgt ∈ [0, −0.3], using the subtractive inhibition model (equation 3). We first generated a set of 100 randomly sampled input vectors. For each parameter pair, we tested the set of input vectors for each of three levels of dopamine: none (λ = 0), moderate (λ = 0.4), and high (λ = 0.8). For each dopamine level, we again computed the entropy of p(A i |y tgt i ) from the output of the target nucleus at equilibrium to assess its relative promotion of exploration (low entropy) or exploitation (high entropy).
To assess the effect of striatal dopamine on the output of the target nucleus for that parameter pair, we computed a one-way ANOVA to test if dopamine level significantly interacted with the entropy of p(A i |y tgt i ) across the input vector set. We then used a Tukey HSD post hoc test to determine the direction of the significant changes in entropy with changing dopamine levels, tested at p = 0.05. Hence we used just three dopamine levels to ensure the multiple comparisons of the Tukey HSD test were not overly penalized.
We found that for many combinations of output threshold and input weight the entropy of the target output's probability distribution p(A i |y tgt i ) was significantly, monotonically decreased by increasing dopamine (Figure 6A) , in exactly the same way as the example of the previous section ( Figure 5B ). There thus exists a set of target nuclei models for which their output is shaped by the basal ganglia's output such that increasing dopamine increases exploitation in action selection.
However, to our surprise, we found that some combinations of output threshold and input weight could alter the direction of entropy change ( Figure 6A) . A subset of threshold and weight combinations showed no significant effect of dopamine on the entropy of p(A i |y tgt i ), suggesting that, for these target nuclei models, changes in SNr output was canceled out by cortical input. Moreover, there was also a subset of threshold and weight combinations for which the effect of dopamine was reversed: increasing dopamine significantly, monotonically increased the entropy of p(A i |y tgt i ). Figure 6B shows an example of this effect on p(A i |y tgt i ). Thus, there also exists a set of target nuclei models for which the effect of dopamine on the basal ganglia's output entropy is reversed in the target nucleus' output: when reading out the probability distribution from these target nuclei models, increasing dopamine increases exploration in action selection. 
DOPAMINE'S EFFECT DEPENDS ON THE TYPE OF BASAL GANGLIA INHIBITION
We examined the effect of changing the type of inhibition of the target nucleus on the control of its output by changing striatal dopamine levels. In the previous section, we examined a model in which basal ganglia output was subtractive for its target nuclei, in keeping with standard models of inhibitory control of population activity. However there is also the possibility that, due to the placement of synapses on somas and dendrites of neurons in the target nuclei, basal ganglia output shunts excitatory inputs to
Frontiers in Neuroscience | Decision Neuroscience the target nucleus (see section 2.2). We thus tested a divisive input version of the target nucleus model (equation 4), using the same protocol as the previous section to assess the effect of dopamine on the entropy of p(A i |y tgt i ) across all target nucleus' parameter pairs (w tgt ∈ [1, 10], tgt ∈ [0, −0.3]). We found that all combinations of output threshold and divisive weight retained dopamine's effect on the probability distribution's entropy between basal ganglia output and target output. Thus, if the basal ganglia output does have a divisive effect on target nucleus input, then the model predicts that dopaminergic control of the exploration-exploitation trade-off is that increasing tonic striatal dopamine decreases exploration.
EXPLORATION-EXPLOITATION AND LEARNING INTERACT ON A FORCED TWO-CHOICE EXPERIMENT
Finally, we sought to bridge the gap between the predictions of neural activity changes from these computational models and predictions of measurable effects on behavior under experimental conditions. Frank and colleagues have extensively studied the effects of both mild dopaminergic modulators and single nucleotide polymorphisms of dopamine genes on choice performance by healthy human subjects (Frank and O'Reilly, 2006; Frank et al., 2007) . In this prior work, the focus has been principally on how differences in striatal D1 and D2 receptor activation may alter rates of learning from positive and negative outcomes.
Here we considered how choice behavior may be modulated by differences in tonic striatal dopamine, and consequently how the exploration-exploitation trade-off interacts with an ongoing learning process.
To do so, we used a reinforcement learning model to simulate performance on a probabilistic selection task (Frank et al., 2004 (Frank et al., , 2007 . We simulated this task for 40 subjects in each of three tonic dopamine conditions (hypodopaminergic, normal, and hyperdopaminergic). Such conditions might be created by administration of a general dopamine precursor drug (such as l-DOPA; Frank and O'Reilly, 2006) , or by separating populations according to their alleles of the dopamine transporter gene DAT1 (Dreher et al., 2009) , or by separate patient groups (Frank et al., 2004) . The model results illustrated the need for three rather than just two (low/high) dopamine conditions. Each simulated subject was presented with a random sequence of three stimulus pairs (which we labeled AB, CD, and EF), and was rewarded for their stimulus selection with probabilities: A (0.8), B (0.2); C (0.7), D (0.3); E (0.6), F (0.4). We used a Q-learning model to update trial-by-trial action-values according to the subject's choice and received reward (see Methods). On each trial the action selection step was done using the basal ganglia model. (We emphasize that all results here were thus obtained by modeling dopamine's tonic effect on excitability in the striatum, and not the proposed role of phasic dopamine signals in reinforcement learning; Schultz et al., 1997) . The pairs of action-values for the current stimulus pair were input to a two-channel model, and the probability distribution function p(A i |y snr i ) derived from the output of the SNr at equilibrium. The response was then randomly chosen using this distribution.
We found that dopamine's effect on the explorationexploitation trade-off was detectable by simply measuring the probability of action choice. For each of the three pairs, we computed the probability that the most-often rewarded stimulus (A,C,E) was chosen over all trials. Figure 7A shows that across all simulated subjects this probability was significantly affected by dopamine level for all three pairs (AB: F = 5.44, p = 0.0055; CD: F = 22.56, p = 5.2 × 10 −9 ; EF: F = 5.62, p = 0.0047; one-way ANOVA and Tukey HSD post hoc test at p < 0.05). Moderate dopamine levels resulted in the highest choice probability for all three pairs, suggesting that moderate dopamine led to the FIGURE 7 | Predicted behavioral effects of dopaminergic control of exploration-exploitation during learning. (A) The effect of dopamine level on the probability of choosing the most-likely rewarded of each pair (A, C, and E) over the entire set of trials. Plotted are mean ± SEM over all subjects for that dopamine level; asterisks indicate a significant difference in choice probability (one-way ANOVA, and Tukey HSD post hoc test at p < 0.05). Dopamine levels: none (λ = 0), moderate (λ = 0.4), and high (λ = 0.8). (B) The effect of dopamine level on the number of subjects reaching criterion performance during the set of trials. (C) Dopamine level effect on the evolution of the probability of win-stay and lose-shift over the set of stimulus presentations. The probability of win-stay and lose-shift were computed for each block of ten presentations of each stimulus pair, giving 30 presentations total per block; the blocks were computed every five presentations (1-10, 5-15, and so on). Plotted are mean ± SEM over all subjects for that dopamine level. The arrows indicate the presentation blocks shown in (D). (D) Largest effect of dopamine level on the probability of win-stay and lose-shift. These blocks were those with the largest range of mean probability -they also corresponded to the blocks with the smallest p-value from the ANOVA. Plotted are mean ± SEM over all subjects for that dopamine level; asterisks indicate a significant difference in choice probability (one-way ANOVA, and Tukey HSD post hoc test at p < 0.05).
www.frontiersin.org most exploitative behavior. Thus, this task simulation showed that dopamine's effect on exploration-exploitation at the output of the basal ganglia could be detectable at the level of behavior; however, the results also appeared to disagree with prior simulations using random inputs (Figure 3) -we return to this below.
We noted that dopamine level, though only able to affect action choice on each trial via its effect on the basal ganglia model, also manifested significant effects on two measures that a priori would seem to indicate dopamine affects learning and strategy. First, we recorded when the simulated subjects reached the criterion performance levels set by Frank et al. (2007) : over at least one block of 60 trials the probability of choosing stimulus A was 65%, stimulus C was 60%, and stimulus E was 50%. We found that there was a notable effect of dopamine level on the number of simulated subjects reaching this criterion performance by the end of the task (Figure 7B) , particularly that only 57.5% of subjects in the high dopamine condition reached criterion performance. If detected in a behavioral experiment, such a result would suggest a direct effect of tonic dopamine on learning the task's probability structure, but we know that this did not occur: dopamine did not affect the learning algorithm in this model. Rather, our simulation results suggest that such an effect of tonic dopamine on performance would be indirect and produced via the effect of tonic dopamine on the exploration-exploitation trade-off.
Second, we recorded each subject's probabilities of performing win-stay and lose-shift strategies. On each presentation of a stimulus pair, a win-stay strategy repeats the stimulus choice if it was rewarded on the previous presentation, whereas a lose-shift strategy changes the stimulus choice after not being rewarded on the previous presentation. We computed p(win-stay) and p(lose-shift) for blocks of ten presentations of the 3 stimulus pairs, overlapping by 5 presentations (so presentations 1-10, 5-15, 10-20, and so on). We found that both win-stay and lose-shift probabilities changed over the learning of the task (Figure 7C) . Nonetheless there were clear, but different, stages of the task where win-stay and loseshift probabilities were significantly affected by dopamine level. Figure 7D shows that, for the presentation block with the largest probability range, moderate levels of dopamine had significantly different p(win-stay) and p(lose-shift) to the other dopamine levels, favoring higher win-stay and lower lose-shift probabilities. If detected in a behavioral experiment, such a result would suggest a direct effect of tonic dopamine on trial-by-trial adjustments to feedback, and thus on either or both of learning from feedback and behavioral strategy, but we know this did not occur: dopamine did not affect the learning algorithm in this model. Again, our simulation results suggest that such an effect of tonic dopamine on trial-by-trial learning would be indirect and produced via the effect of tonic dopamine on the exploration-exploitation trade-off.
Why then, in both the probabilities of action choice and the probabilities of win-stay and lose-shift, do the simulations show that moderate dopamine levels maximize exploitation, whereas the simulation results above show that high dopamine maximizes exploitation? Figure 8A shows that the probabilities of action selection derived from the basal ganglia model output did indeed evolve so that the PDF for moderate dopamine levels was comparatively more peaked for the duration of the task, and hence more exploitative, than other dopamine levels; this difference was large enough to be reflected in the gross behavioral statistics ( Figure 7A) .
We found that it was the changes in the mean input to the basal ganglia model during the task that caused these changes in output, which ultimately caused moderate dopamine levels to be the most exploitative. Figure 8B shows how the mean value of the inputs to the model -the mean of the pair of actionvalues -increased over time, and reached the expected asymptote around 0.5 as the probabilities of each pair were successfully learnt (the mean of each pair -AB, CD, EF -was 0.5). To test the effect of this input, we generated sets of 100 input vectors from five distributions corresponding to five increasing mean input levels over the task (Figure 8C) , and tested each set of input vectors in a two-channel basal ganglia model for each of three levels of dopamine. Figure 8C shows that, with increasing mean input, dopamine's effect on a two-channel basal ganglia model changed from low dopamine being comparatively explorative to high dopamine being comparatively explorative. Consequently, as the task progressed, moderate dopamine remained consistently exploitative in comparison. However, when similarly using sets of input vectors drawn from the five distributions, the output of a ten-channel basal ganglia model always had a decreasing PDF entropy from low to high dopamine (as in Figure 3) , and thus increased exploitation with increasing dopamine, regardless of the mean input level (results not shown). Thus, maximum exploitation for moderate dopamine was a consequence of the two-choice task structure.
DISCUSSION
We set out to test the hypothesis that dopamine can alter the exploration-exploitation trade-off by modulating action selection via its effect on the basal ganglia circuit. To do so, we first advanced the idea that we can interpret the basal ganglia output vector as a probability distribution function for action selection, consistent with recent evidence for its encoding of saccade target selection (Basso and Wurtz, 2002; Kim and Basso, 2010) . We showed in computational models of the full basal ganglia circuit that, under this interpretation, the actions of dopamine within the striatum can correspondingly change the basal ganglia's output to favor the level of exploration or exploitation encoded in the action selection probability distribution. The models robustly predict that increasing tonic striatal dopamine decreases the level of exploration encoded in the probability distribution. Thus, by reading out the action selection probability distribution from the basal ganglia output, the model predicts tonic striatal dopamine plays the role of the exploration-exploitation trade-off parameter in formal models of reinforcement learning algorithms (Figure 1) . As this basal ganglia output then reconverges with a copy of the basal ganglia's cortical input in its target nuclei, we then tested whether this trade-off encoding by dopamine is maintained in the output of the basal ganglia's targets. By reading out the target nucleus' output as the probability distribution for action selection, we found that our models predict striatal dopamine also controls the exploration-exploitation trade-off in Frontiers in Neuroscience | Decision Neuroscience ) over all trials, plotted as the mean over all subjects in each dopamine condition. As in previous figures, lower entropy indicates a more peaked action selection PDF, and hence greater exploitation. (B) Mean input values to the basal ganglia model over all trials, plotted as the mean over all subjects in each dopamine condition; colors are as in (A). (C) Dopamine's effect on exploration-exploitation trade-off changes with increasing input in a two-choice model. Each left-hand plot shows the entropy of the action selection PDF for 100 two-element input vectors sampled from the gamma distributions shown on the right. Each distribution corresponds to the mean input value indicated in (B); given the shape k and scale (θ = 0.1) of the gamma distribution, the mean is k θ . Entropy plots are mean ± 2 SEM over all input samples for that dopamine level. Asterisks indicate a significant difference in entropy between those dopamine conditions (one-way ANOVA, and Tukey HSD post hoc test at p < 0.05).
that distribution. This was robust to almost every combination of target nucleus model parameters, and to whether the basal ganglia contributed subtractive or divisive inhibition over the target nucleus. Thus, the models predict that the hypothesized control of the exploration-exploitation trade-off by striatal dopamine is highly robust.
IMPLICATIONS FOR NEURAL SUBSTRATES OF VOLUNTARY BEHAVIOR
However, the models suggest that the exact relationship between dopamine levels and the exploration-exploitation trade-off depends on the strength and type of inhibitory control by the basal ganglia over its targets. For subtractive inhibition, some combinations of input weight and output threshold allowed the changes in basal ganglia's output entropy to be translated directly into changes in the target nucleus' output entropy. But for other combinations of weight and threshold the changes in basal ganglia's output entropy were reversed in the output of the target nucleus. As these parameters are likely to differ between target regions, it suggests that dopamine may have different correlations with the continuum of exploratory and exploitative behavior depending on the exact nature of the task. Beeler et al. (2010) found that chronically hyperdopaminergic mice were able to learn the shifting cost of lever presses to obtain reward, but were unable to exploit this knowledge to maximize reward. Their results thus suggest that high tonic dopamine levels evoked explorative behavior compared to normal tonic dopamine levels. Our model results suggest www.frontiersin.org that this is consistent with the basal ganglia output having a strong inhibitory control over the target nuclei involved in this task, such that higher striatal dopamine promotes explorative behavior.
Our model also predicts that changes in D1 receptor activation are key to changing the exploration-exploitation trade-off via the basal ganglia: changing D2 activation had little effect on the trade-off. This is consistent with Frank et al. (2009) finding that subjects with DRD2 gene polymorphisms, expressing different binding potentials for striatal D2 receptors (Hirvonen et al., 2004) , did not show differences in their exploratory behaviors on a time interval estimation task.
INTERACTION OF LEARNING AND EXPLORATION-EXPLOITATION TRADE-OFF
We were also able to show that striatal dopamine's effect on the exploration-exploitation trade-off via the basal ganglia output could manifest as a measurable effect on subject performance during learning. In simulations of a probabilistic selection task (Frank et al., 2004 (Frank et al., , 2007 , we found a significant difference between dopamine conditions in the probability of choosing the stimulus with the highest likelihood of reward. Moderate levels of tonic dopamine resulted in the highest choice probability, and thus the most exploitative behavior. Though a plausibly testable prediction of the model, we do not wish to make strong predictions here. To keep simulations tractable, we assessed only the action selection PDF derived from the output of the SNr, but our prior results already showed that the exact direction of dopamine's effect on the explorationexploitation trade-off may be changed if we read-out the PDF from the basal ganglia's target instead. Moreover, the Q-learning model may not accurately reflect how human subjects approach this task, though Frank and O'Reilly (2006) and Frank et al. (2007) have had some success fitting Q-learning models to human data on these tasks. Nonetheless, our results have shown that the exploration-exploitation effect of tonic dopamine in the striatum is in principle possible to read-out from behavioral performance on a well-studied psychological task.
Moreover, these learning simulations showed two difficulties in separating the potential effects of tonic dopamine on learning and decision making using behavioral tasks. First, we found that changes in some behavioral measures strongly suggest that tonic dopamine level influences learning. With high tonic dopamine levels, simulated subjects were poor at reaching criterion performance for learning the task, suggesting that high tonic dopamine directly impairs learning of the task structure. Tonic dopamine levels also influenced the probability of the subjects performing win-stay and lose-shift strategies, suggesting that tonic dopamine affects learning from feedback or the choice of behavioral strategy. However, by construction, we know that neither of these dopamine effects were true: tonic dopamine in our model only directly affected the explorationexploitation trade-off and not any aspect of learning, such as synaptic plasticity. Consequently, our results show how tonic dopamine's effects on the exploration-exploitation trade-off could lead to differential learning during a task, but without involvement of tonic dopamine in the learning process. Thus, although phasic release of dopamine in the striatum has a well-established role in learning (see below), effects of tonic dopamine on learning could be explained by its effect on the exploration-exploitation trade-off. Second, the model also revealed a clear difficulty in extrapolating from psychological task paradigms to natural settings. That moderate dopamine levels resulted in maximum exploitation in the learning simulations seemed to flatly contradict the prior results (Figure 3) . However, we showed that the effect of dopamine on the action selection PDF changed during the learning of the task because of the increase in mean input to the basal ganglia: low dopamine was most explorative at the start, then high dopamine thereafter, and consequently moderate dopamine was always comparatively more exploitative. Moreover, this effect was only found when using a two-channel model, simulating the forced two-choice task with only two salient stimuli. Thus our results show how a forced two-choice task could predict a different effect of dopamine level on the exploration-exploitation trade-off than would appear in more naturalistic setting with a broader set of choices.
INTEGRATING WITH ENCODING IN OTHER NEURAL STRUCTURES
The proposed role of tonic striatal dopamine in setting the exploration-exploitation trade-off is separable from the properties encoded by the phasic activity of midbrain dopamine neurons. Many dopamine neurons encode a prediction error (Schultz et al., 1997; Redgrave and Gurney, 2006) in their phasic activity evoked by behavioral outcomes or outcome-predictive stimuli. The resulting phasic change in dopamine concentration in the forebrain is hypothesized to provide the gating signal for synaptic plasticity (Reynolds et al., 2001; Shen et al., 2008) . Thus, phasic activity is key to long-term learning of action-value or action-outcome associations, whereas here we have examined the role of dopamine's effects on short-term excitability changes. It remains the subject of future work to study the mechanisms linking the outcome-evoked phasic firing of dopamine neurons to the correlated short-term changes in the exploration-exploitation trade-off (Humphries and Redgrave, 2010) .
Prefrontal cortical activity in humans (Daw et al., 2006; Behrens et al., 2007) and primates (Khamassi et al., 2011) appears to contribute to the regulation of exploratory behaviors based on tracking the stability of the environment. In particular, anterior cingulate cortex activity tracks task performance through signaling both positive and negative prediction errors in both the subject's performance (e.g., breaking eye fixation) and in the choice outcome (e.g., choosing the wrong option; Quilodran et al., 2008) . Behrens et al. (2007) found that differences in anterior cingulate cortex activity between subjects correlates with differences in learning rate, suggesting that these task monitoring signals are used to modulate meta-parameters of learning. Thus, these signals may also be the source of input to the midbrain dopamine neurons, perhaps via the shell of striatum (Humphries and Prescott, 2010) , where, multiplexed with recent reward information (Humphries and Redgrave, 2010) , they are used to update the exploration-exploitation trade-off.
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CONCLUSION
We have provided evidence for the hypothesis that tonic dopamine levels in the basal ganglia can control the trade-off between exploration and exploitation in action selection. Our models provide the mechanistic explanation that striatal dopamine changes are sufficient to exercise this control, reconciling the existing evidence for dopamine's control of the exploration-exploitation trade-off with the existing evidence for basal ganglia control of action selection. Finally, we have advanced a mapping of this neural substrate to formal reinforcement learning algorithms, in which the basal ganglia are computing the probability distribution transform of the action-value distribution, and that the trade-off parameter in this transform is encoded by tonic dopamine.
